TIFC
TIFC Price List - January 2016
Experience Series - 880 Line
MODEL
AMT 885
Adaptive Motion
Trainer with Open
Stride
AMT 885
Adaptive Motion
Trainer with Open
Stride & P80 Media
Adapter

TIFC USD
Works, USA

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ex- TIFC INR
ExW/hse, Mumbai

The new AMT® 885 with Open Stride™ engages exercisers of all fitness levels with an infinite range of
stride paths to create a uniquely effective low-impact workout.

PHRCAPRV8853660EN

$16,285

₹ 16,81,000

The P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In
regards to support IPTV, you must have the combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo
Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box can be purchased seperately.

PHRCAPRV8854660EN

$16,890

₹ 17,43,500

EFX 885
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

The EFX® 885 combines the benefits of CrossRamp® technology and upper body moving handlebars
for a total-body workout, which allows users to target different muscle groups.

PHRCEPRV8853660EN

$13,585

₹ 14,02,000

EFX 885
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer
with P80 Media
Adapter

The P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In
regards to support IPTV, you must have the combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo
Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box can be purchased seperately.

PHRCEPRV8854660EN

$14,190

₹ 14,64,500

EFX 883
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

With the unique Precor CrossRamp® technology, users can alter the path of the EFX® 883 between
13 and 40 degrees, to offer a wider range of lower body workouts.

PHRCEPRV8833640EN

$12,000

₹ 12,39,000

EFX 883
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer
with P80 Media
Adapter

The P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In
regards to support IPTV, you must have the combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo
Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box can be purchased seperately.

PHRCEPRV8834640EN

$12,605

₹ 13,01,000

TRM 885
Treadmill

NEW 'Next Generation' treadmill, designed with reliability, performance & efficiency in mind.
Equipped with a 3° decline, 16mph max speed, Integrated Footplant Technology™ (IFT) and Ground
Effects® Impact Control (GFX).

PHRCTPRV8853722EN

$15,765

₹ 16,27,500

TRM 885
Treadmill
with P80 Media
Adapter

Compatible with NEW Next Generation Treamills, the P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the
Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In regards to support IPTV, you must have the
combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box
can be purchased seperately.

PHRCTPRV8854621EN

$16,370

₹ 16,90,000

UBK 885
Upright Bike

The self-powered UBK 885 upright bike features integrated touch HR, one-handed seat adjustment
on or off bike, and knee over pedal spindle (KOPS) geometry for efficient pedalling.

PHRCBPRV8853690EN

$8,185

₹ 8,45,000

UBK 885
Upright Bike
with P80 Media
Adapter

The P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In
regards to support IPTV, you must have the combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo
Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box can be purchased seperately.

PHRCBPRV8854690EN

$8,790

₹ 9,07,500

RBK 885
Recumbent Bike

The RBK 885 recumbent bike features a step-through design to appeal to exercisers of all ages, onehanded seat adjustment on or off bike, and a ventilated air flex seat.

PHRCBPRV8853670EN

$8,670

₹ 8,95,000

RBK 885
Recumbent Bike
with P80 Media
Adapter

The P80 Media Adapter allows connection to the Enseo Set Top Box using HDMI connection. In
regards to support IPTV, you must have the combination of the P80 Media Adapter and the Enseo
Set Top Box. *Note: The Enseo Set Top Box can be purchased seperately.

PHRCBPRV8854670EN

$9,275

₹ 9,57,500

A Preva cache server is required for all installations of 880 Line. It is designed specifically to support
Preva applications and future developments over time. It will ensure that 880 units run at their
optimal level by storing data, allowing quicker access to websites, and support the download of
video content to ensure members get the best possible workout experience.

PNFE4710100XXX101

$10,990

₹ 11,34,500

Precor is now able to serve IPTV to validated properties located in APAC with 880 Line cardio
Enseo Set Top Box
product, including the P80 console with Media Adapter, to seamlessly integrate into the existing
for Media adapter
IPTV distribution network. This Set Top Box will come with a remote controller.

PNFE3100100XXX102

$650

₹ 67,000

Optional Kit - The NEW Cable Cover Kit for P80 with Set-Top-Box Media Adapter provides a
Cable Cover Kit for protective and secure mounting location for Enseo set-top-boxes. This product should be purchased
Media Adapter 1:1 along with the P80 with Set-Top-Box Media Adapter any time the customer does not have a way
to protect the set-top-box. (per machine)

PHTCLRWY5010XX101

$220

₹ 22,500

Cache Server

Preva Upgrade

For non networked sites (per machine). Includes Preva Business Suite (Asset Manager, Message
Manager, Remote upgrades), PrevaNet (Featured Feeds & Publisher) & Preva® Personal Accounts
(Personalization, Preva Mobile App). Requires purchase of cache server.

PNF9601

$640

₹ 66,000

Wristband

RFID enabled wristbands that allow the exerciser to simply swipe the equipment to automatically
sign into their Preva account, giving access to their favourite workouts, and progress tracking.

PW1001

$5

₹ 500

Preva® Token
Launch Kit

Includes display with placard, and 3 boxes of tokens (100 ea box, 300 total).

PNFRFIDTKN10EN104

$1,715

₹ 1,77,000

Preva Token
(1 box = 100
tokens)

RFID enabled key fobs that allow the exerciser to simply swipe the equipment to automatically sign
into their Preva account, giving access to their favourite workouts, and progress tracking.

PPP000000302397101

$495

₹ 51,000
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Experience Series - 830 Line

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

AMT 835
Adaptive Motion
Adaptive Motion Trainer® - Open Stride™ - P30 console
Trainer with Open
Stride

PHRCA8353060EN

$11,845

₹ 12,22,500

AMT 833
Adaptive Motion
Adaptive Motion Trainer® - Fixed Height - P30 console
Trainer with Fixed
Stride

PHRCA8333080EN

$10,835

₹ 11,18,500

EFX 835
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

EFX® - Moving handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® - P30 console

PHRCE8353060EN

$9,285

₹ 9,58,500

EFX 833
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

EFX® - Fixed handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® - P30 console

PHRCE8333040EN

$8,085

₹ 8,34,500

NEW 'Next Generation' Treadmill - P30 console

PHRCT8352922EN

$10,280

₹ 10,61,000

Upright Cycle - P30 console

PHRCB8353090EN

$4,610

₹ 4,75,500

Recumbent Cycle - P30 console

PHRCB8353070EN

$5,095

₹ 5,26,000

Stair Climber - P30 console

PHRCC8353010EN

$5,525

₹ 5,70,500

TRM 835
Treadmill

UBK 835
Upright Bike

RBK 835
Recumbent Bike

CLM 835
Climber

Experience Series - 810 Line

TIFC USD Rounded

AMT 813
Adaptive Motion
Adaptive Motion Trainer® - Fixed Height - P10 console
Trainer with Fixed
Stride

TIFC INR Rounded

PHRCA8133080EN

$10,065

₹ 10,39,000

EFX 815
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

EFX® - Moving handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® - P10 console

PHRCE8153060EN

$8,770

₹ 9,05,000

EFX 813
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

NEW: EFX® - Fixed handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® - P10 console

PHRCE8133060EN

$7,425

₹ 7,66,500

NEW 'Next Generation' Treadmill - P10 console

PHRCT8112922EN

$9,330

₹ 9,63,500

Upright Cycle - P10 console

PHRCB8153090EN

$3,880

₹ 4,00,500

Recumbent Cycle - P10 console

PHRCB8153070EN

$4,365

₹ 4,50,500

TRM 811
Treadmill

UBK 815
Upright Bike

RBK 815
Recumbent Bike
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Assurance Series

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

EFX 536i
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

EFX® - Moving handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® Assurance™ Series

PHFCE1370210EN

$6,965

₹ 7,19,000

EFX 532i
Elliptical Fitness
Crosstrainer

EFX® - Fixed handlebar w/adjustable Crossramp® Assurance™ Series

PHFCE1340210EN

$6,485

₹ 6,69,500

EFX 556 Navy Crosstrainer

EFX® - NAVY Moving handlebar w/fixed Crossramp® Exp.™ Series

PHFCE1360210EN

$0

₹0

946i
Treadmill

Treadmill - Assurance™ Series

PHRCT1240212EN

$7,145

₹ 7,38,000

932i
Treadmill

Treadmill - Assurance™ Series

PHRCT1250212EN

$5,765

₹ 5,95,000

Upright Cycle - Assurance™ Series

PHRCB6156340EN

$2,715

₹ 2,80,000

Recumbent Cycle - Assurance™ Series

PHRCB6156350EN

$3,060

₹ 3,16,000

UBK 615
Upright Bike
RBK 615
Recumbent Bike

Additional Cardio Options
MODEL

Additional Cardio Options

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

Reading Rack accessory for P80 console

PHTCLRRK0000XX

$25

Mat for Upright Cycle, Climber; 36" x 48" x 3/8"

PHTCL0347000XX

$70

₹ 2,500
₹ 7,500

Mat for Treadmill, EFX®, AMT® & Recumbent Cycle; 36" x 90" x 3/8"

PHTRL0347000XX

$140

₹ 14,500

Optional Kit, Cable Management Covers for P10, P30, P80 (per machine)

PHTCLRWY4810XX

$110

₹ 11,500

Optional Kit, Daisy Chain Power, P80 console only

PHTCLDCP0000XX

$175

₹ 18,000

PHRCLCAP3628XX

$1,835

₹ 1,89,500

Additional Entertainment Options
All monitor packages do NOT include cable management covers. Please order separately. See previsou section - Additional Cardio Options
Integrated 15" PVS Dual
For 830 and 810 Line
15" PVS for Precor Assurance™
Series with Standard Controller
Assurance Series

xTV Receivers

xTV Transmitters

FM Wireless Transmitter &
Receiver

Headphones - Open Market

15" Personal Viewing System with Standard Controller

PHTCLCAP3210XX103

Audio Entertainment Cap - 900 MHz integrated wireless audio recvr
For TRM 932, 946, 956, 966 only

$290

₹ 30,000

PGPVT51571DTG31

$1,835

₹ 1,89,500

PGPVN51571DTG31

$1,835

₹ 1,89,500

PGR9XTA101000EN103

$240

₹ 25,000

900 MHz External Wireless Receiver (includes C-Safe cable or 6V adaptor kit)

PGR9XTL020100GEN

$185

₹ 19,500

863 MHz Precor Assurance™ Series Integrated Wireless Receiver

PGR8XTA102000EN

$0

₹0

863 MHz External Wireless Receiver (includes C-Safe cable or 6V adaptor kit)

PGR8XT010100EN

$0

₹0

Single Channel 863 MHz (Int'l) Transmitter - Includes 6 ft. length of audio patch cable

PGT8XT010100EN

$0

₹0

Multi Channel 863 MHz Transmitter (Include 4 audio input cards. Expandable to 12 )

PGT8XTM10100EN

$0

₹0

Single Channel upgrade audio input card for the Multi Channel 863 MHz Transmitter

PPP00000CX48290402

$0

₹0

PGT9XT010100EN

$550

₹ 57,000

Multi Channel 900 MHz Transmitter (Include 6 audio input cards. Expandable to 12)

PGT9XTM10200EN

$2,990

₹ 3,08,500

Single Channel upgrade audio input card for the Multi Channel 900 MHz Transmitter

PPP00000CX48959402

$655

₹ 67,500

Single Channel FM Transmitter (includes 6' audio patch cable)

PGTFXT010100EN

$395

₹ 41,000

FM Receiver (includes C-Safe or 12V power cable)

PGRFXT010100EN

$155

₹ 16,000

Headphones, Digital Stereo (25 per case)

PGLHP101101000

$120

₹ 12,500

Headphones, ED-500 (50 per case)

PGLHP001101000

$430

₹ 44,500

Back Headphones, BP-52 (32 per case)

PGLHP007101000

$260

₹ 27,000

Low maintenance, lightweight and compact, the 240i Stretch Trainer enables users to warm up, cool
down and helps to prevent injuries during workouts.

PHFCH1010019EN

$1,025

₹ 1,05,500

For AMTs, Ellipticals, Climbers & Bikes. EFX 532, EFX 536, RBK 815, UBK 815, EFX 546, EFX 576.
900 MHz Precor Assurance™ Series Integrated Wireless Receiver

Single Channel 900 MHz Transmitter (Single audio input. Inc 6 ft. length of audio patch cable)

Stretch Trainer
240i Stretch
Trainer
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Discovery Selectorized Line - Upper Body
MODEL
DSL204
Bicep Curl

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Ease-of-use and reliability are core attributes of the Discovery Line Bicep Curl. The ratcheting gasassisted seat adjusts to fit a wide range of users. Handle grips are angled for proper exercise
mechanics.

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

PWDSL0204

$5,640

₹ 5,82,500

DSL0414
Simple, intuitive design with a superior feel based on precise movement biomechanics and material
Converging Chest choices. Natural 23 degree converging axis and independent movement arms allow for more natural
Press
motion and greater range of motion.

PWDSL0414

$6,790

₹ 7,01,000

DSL404
Chest Press

A foot assist bar allows the user to begin exercise in an advantageous pre-stretch start position. The
movement arm features forward-set low pivot for proper motion path. The ratcheting gas-assisted
seat adjusts easily and fits a wide range of users.

PWDSL0404

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

DSL0314
Diverging Lat
Pulldown

NEW Simple, elegant design allows for the most natural movement through the sensitive shoulder
joint producing an exquisite feel and exceptional results. Natural 17 degree diverging axis and
independent movement arms allow for more natural, and greater range of motion.

PWDSL0314

$6,515

₹ 6,72,500

DSL304
Lat Pulldown

The Discovery Line Lat Pulldown features wide handles to maximize lat muscle engagement and
ensure sound biomechanics. Ratcheting gas-assisted seat adjusts to fit a wide range of users.

PWDSL0304

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

DSL504
Lateral Raise

A gas-assisted seat and inward-facing orientation help users easily align shoulder joint to pivot and
deliver a smooth, targeted movement. Padded arms and fixed handles allow for easy user
positioning and ensure smooth interaction between user and equipment.

PWDSL0504

$6,405

₹ 6,61,000

NEW Simple, elegant design allows for the most natural movement through the sensitive shoulder
DSL0324
joint producing an exquisite feel and exceptional results. Independent movement arms provide
Diverging Low Row
exercise variety and recruits more core activity.

PWDSL0324

$6,515

₹ 6,72,500

PWDSL0505

$7,015

₹ 7,24,000

The Rear Delt / Pec Fly features dual independent-movement arms with upper pivots to
DSL505
accommodate varying arm lengths. Each can be set to 13 starting positions over a 120-degree range.
Rear Delt/Pec Fly
The weight is offset to the right for most convenient access.
DSL215
Seated Dip

The unique linear motion path of the Discovery Line Seated Dip, achieved through narrow and wide
handle positions, ensures a targeted workout and correct exercise movement. The forward-angled
seat back keeps the user secure.

PWDSL0215

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

DSL310
Seated Row

The movement arm of the Discovery Line Seated Row features a low, forward-set pivot for an
optimal motion path and positive user experience. Angled triple-grip handles create a wide range of
user start positions with no chest pad adjustments needed.

PWDSL0310

$5,640

₹ 5,82,500

DSL0515
Converging
Shoulder Press

Simple, intuitive design with a natural 17 degree converging axis, and independent movement arms
allow for more natural motion and greater range of motion. Dual horizontal and neutral handles
allow for varying position of the shoulder joint.

PWDSL0515

$6,515

₹ 6,72,500

DSL500
Shoulder Press

The Discovery Line Shoulder Press delivers targeted movement with a movement arm that is counterbalanced with a rear-set pivot designed to create a proper motion path and low starting lift weight.
The ratcheting gas-assisted seat adjusts to fit a wide range of users.

PWDSL0500

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

The Discovery Line Tricep Extension delivers smooth, precise motion. Angled pad positions users’
arms for maximum comfort and efficiency. The ratcheting gas-assisted seat adjusts easily and fits a
wide range of users.

PWDSL0208

$5,640

₹ 5,82,500

DSL208
Tricep Extension

Discovery Selectorized Line - Lower Body
DSL618
Glute Extension

The sound biomechanics of the Discovery Line Glute Extension deliver a unique, targeted workout
for the user. Elbow pad, handles and large base platform stabilizes the user during exercise and
delivers a smooth, flowing and precise motion.

PWDSL0618

$5,640

₹ 5,82,500

DSL620
Inner Thigh

Users of the Discovery Line Inner Thigh appreciate facing the shrouded weight stack for privacy as
well as the easy-to-operate adjustable start position. The seat back is slightly reclined for comfort
and stabilization.

PWDSL0620

$6,710

₹ 6,92,500

DSL621
Outer Thigh

On the Discovery Line Outer Thigh, the user faces the shrouded weight stack for privacy. Easy-tooperate adjustable start position and a slightly reclined back position for comfort and stabilization
deliver a positive experience between the user and equipment.

PWDSL0621

$6,710

₹ 6,92,500

DSL602
Leg Press

Owner / operators and users benefit from low-maintenance rollers and rigid, tubular steel tracks on
the Discovery Line Leg Press that create a smooth exercise motion. Intuitive design includes a
conveniently located release handle for seat adjustment to fit a wide range of users.

PWDSL0602

$9,150

₹ 9,44,500

DSL605
Leg Extension

With a spring-assisted back pad that adjusts easily from the seated position, reliability and ease-ofuse are evident to users of the Discovery Line Leg Extension. The start position and roller pad adjust
for optimal exercise mechanics.

PWDSL0605

$6,405

₹ 6,61,000

DSL606
Prone Leg Curl

Easy entry onto the Discovery Line Prone Leg Curl allows users to align their knee joint with the pivot
for proper exercise mechanics. The ankle roller pad adjusts for varying leg lengths and ensures
smooth, optimal resistance.

PWDSL0606

$6,405

₹ 6,61,000

DSL0623
Seated Calf
Extension

Low profile seat position enables easy entry and exit for the user. Curved, convex slip resistant foot
plate enables the user to get complete pre-stretch and full range of motion through dorsiflexion and
plantar flexion of the foot through the ankle.

PWDSL0623

$6,515

₹ 6,72,500

DSL619
Seated Leg Curl

Ensuring optimal interaction between user and equipment, the knee pad of the Discovery Line
Seated Leg Curl moves with the lower legs – no thigh hold-down panel is required. Start position and
roller pads adjust for sound biomechanics.

PWDSL0619

$6,710

₹ 6,92,500
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Discovery Selectorized Line - Torso & Core
DSL714
Abdominal
DSL313
Back Extension
DSL315
Rotary Torso

The unique design of the Discovery Line Abdominal machine allows the user to begin exercising
without making any adjustments to the seat or movement arm. A foot brace allows users of all sizes
to stabilize themselves during exercise.

PWDSL0714

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

Only a single adjustment is needed for the user of the Discovery Line Back Extension to begin
exercising. The intelligent design includes a contoured pad to support the back for proper spinal
biomechanics during exercise.

PWDSL0313

$6,100

₹ 6,29,500

A unique ratcheting system on the Discovery Line Rotary Torso easily adjusts the start position so
users can move efficiently into their workout. Arm, seat and back pad position secures the user and
maximizes oblique muscle engagement.

PWDSL0315

$6,710

₹ 6,92,500

Vitality Series - Upper Body
MODEL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

C003ES
Bicep Curl

The Vitality Series Bicep Curl features a preacher curl position with comfortable, auto-adjust hand
grips to fit all users. Single seat adjustment ratchets for proper exercise positioning and optimal
comfort.

PWSRL03NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

C001ES
Chest press

The Vitality Series Chest Press features comfortable, oversized grips with multiple positions, an
adjustable back pad for desired pre-stretch start position and an adjustable seat for proper exercise
height and form.

PWSRL01NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

The Vitality Series Pulldown features dual-pulley handles with independent and user-defined motion
for workout variety. Ratcheting seat adjustment allows for desired pre-stretch. Fixed thigh pads at an
optimal height for all users means less maintenance.

PWSRL02NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

$75

₹ 7,500

C002ES
Lat Pulldown

Lat Bar option
C019ES
Seated Row

C012ES
Shoulder Press

C023ES
Tricep Extension

PWRL02TN2600

The Vitality Series Seated Row features adjustable chest pad and seat height for desired start
exercise position. Extra-long seat allows taller users to get a full range of motion. Comfortable grips
with multiple hand positions fit users of all sizes.

PWSRL19NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

The Vitality Series Shoulder Press features comfortable, oversized grips with multiple positions to
accommodate a broad range of user sizes. An adjustable seat pad for desired start position and
proper form ensures sound biomechanics.

PWSRL12NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

The Vitality Series Tricep Extension delivers sound biomechanics by featuring a preacher curl position
with comfortable, auto-adjusting hand grips with ergonomic press pad. Single seat adjustment
ratchets for proper exercise positioning.

PWSRL23NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

Vitality Series - Lower Body
C005ES
Leg Extension

The Vitality Series Leg Extension features multiple, adjustable start positions for workout flexibility
and a self-aligning ankle pad for comfort and convenience. Ratcheting adjustable back pad allows
easy alignment of knee to pivot, ensuring sound biomechanics.

PWSRL05NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

C007ES
Seated leg Curl

The Vitality Series Leg Curl features a walk-in setup and adjustable start position to customize the
workout. A fixed shin pad and self-aligning ankle pad provide comfort and convenience for the user.
Ratcheting back pad allows for easy knee-to-pivot alignment.

PWSRL07NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

C014ES
Abdominal

The unique design of the Vitality Series Abdominal features a walk-in-and-use design with no
adjustments necessary. The contoured shoulder pads auto-adjust to fit all users conveniently and
cushioned rubber hand grips add comfort.

PWSRL14NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

C011ES
Back Extension

Easy to use and easy to own, the Vitality Series Back Extension features a walk-in-and-use design
with no adjustments necessary. The lumbar roller pad and pivoting back pad provide a superior,
comfortable movement during the full range of motion.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,145

₹ 4,28,000

Vitality Series - Core
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Vitality Series - Dual
C024ES
Multi Press

The Vitality Series Multi Press features three machines in one: bench press, incline press, and
shoulder press. Users can adjust press arm and seat while on the machine. Comfortable, oversized
grips with multiple positions and simple seat adjustment make it easy for users to get in position for
proper exercise form.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

The Vitality Series Rear Delt / Pec Fly features an easy-adjust start position and dual hand positions
C015ES
offer exercise variety. Long, narrow back pad provides back support for Pec Fly exercise and chest
Rear Delt/ Pec Fly
support for Rear Delt movement.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

The Vitality Series Pulldown / Seated Row is a dual-function machine with lat pulldown and mid-row
C026ES
exercise positions. Features an easy-to-adjust thigh hold-down pad, extended seat and foot bar to
Pulldown/ Seated
facilitate both exercises. Users can easily engage the add-on weight with a simple push of a lever to
Row
increase the work load.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

C025ES
The Vitality Series Dual Bicep Curl / Tricep Extension features a combination auto-adjust bicep /
Bicep Curl/ Tricep tricep grip and convenient start position adjustment while seated on the machine. Single seat
Extension
adjustment ratchets for proper exercise positioning and optimal comfort.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

C027ES
The Vitality Series Leg Extension / Leg Curl is a dual-function machine designed with convenient, easyLeg Extension/ Leg to-adjust ankle pad and shin pad adjustment from the seated position. The below-the-knee shin pad
Curl
design facilitates proper leg curl form.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$5,045

₹ 5,20,500

The Vitality Series Inner / Outer Thigh features an easy-adjust start position for both inner and outer
C008ES
thigh exercises. The pivoting thigh pads are angled for improved function and comfort during
Inner/ Outer Thigh
workouts. Dual foot pegs accommodate users of all sizes.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

C028ES
The Vitality Series Abdominal / Back Extension enables the user to perform both exercises without
Abdominal/ Back getting out of the machine. Comfortable, padded shoulder straps are used with both exercises. Easy
Extension
position adjustment offers two start positions for back extension, and one for abdominal.

PWSRL11NR9919EN

$4,595

₹ 4,74,500

C010ES
Leg press/ Calf
Extension

The Vitality Series Leg Press/Calf Extension features an articulating foot pad that stays vertical to
mimic a squat movement and allows for full extension during calf exercise. Large, non-slip wearresistant rubber foot pad allows user to easily perform both exercises.
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Discovery Line Plate Loaded
MODEL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

305
Pulldown

The Discovery Line Pull Down has independent movement and diverging pulling angles to increase
range of motion of exercise. Regressive strength curve reduces force at the bottom part of the
movement to allow for a deeper workout. Traditional wide grip position and narrow (palms facing)
grip position provide users with multiple exercise options.

PWDPL0305

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

308
Low Row

The Discovery Line Low Row is designed to replicate the motion of a bend-over dumbbell row and
has independent movement and diverging pulling angles to increase the range of motion of the
exercise. The unsupported movement of the Low Row engages lower back and core to improve
balance and functional strength.

PWDPL0308

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

309
Seated Row

Large Footplates & chest pad support increase stabilization for greater muscle concentration.
Regressive strength curve reduces force at the bottom part of the movement to allow for a full range
of motion. Independent Movement arms & diverging pulling angle increase range of motion exercise.
Multiple grip positions provide greater variety & fit options.

PWDPL0309

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

541
Incline Press

The Discovery Line Incline Press has independent movement and converging pushing angles to
increase the range of motion of the exercise. Progressive strength curve gradually increases force at
end of movement when user is in strongest position, allowing user to engage more muscles.

PWDPL0541

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

540
Chest Press

Progressive strength curve gradually increases force at the end of the movement when user is in
strongest position. Independent movement & converging pushing angles increase range motion of
exercise. Oversized 1..5" pressing handles distribute force across the hand & reduce strain. Six weight
horns provide storage for over 800lbs. of plates. MAX weight load 204kg (450 lbs).

PWDPL0540

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

Independent movement arms have converging pushing angle to increase range of motion of
exercise. Oversized 1.5" pressing handles distribute force across the hand & reduce strain. Four
weight horns provide storage for over 600 lbs. of plates.

PWDPL0550

$3,810

₹ 3,93,500

With a durable release arm and convenient handles, the Discovery Line Calf Raise delivers a reliable
workout experience. Plate load horn is angled for easier loading/unloading of weight. Thigh pad
adjustment telescopes to accommodate almost any user.

PWDPL0616

$1,980

₹ 2,04,500

520 Bicep Curl

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Line Biceps Curl delivers smooth, fluid motion and phenomenal
reliability. With a compact footprint, the Biceps Curl is easy to enter and exit for fast and effective
bicep exercises. The angled pad positions users' arms for maximum comfort & efficiency.

PWDPL0520

$3,355

₹ 3,46,000

521 Seated Dip

The unique motion path of the Discovery Series Plate Loaded Seated Dip is achieved through narrow
and wide handle positions, that ensures a targeted workout and correct exercise movement. The
oversized push-down handles provide a large surface area to reduce pressure.

PWDPL0521

$3,355

₹ 3,46,000

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Leg Extension features independent arm movement to allow for
greater balance and muscle engagement. Easy to enter with a single spring-assisted back pad that
adjusts easily from the seated position. The lower starting weight and balanced strength curve
further help to provide natural resistance through the full range of motion.

PWDPL0560

$3,355

₹ 3,46,000

The innovative, adjustment-free design of the Discovery Series Plate Loaded Leg Curl allows the user
to easily move from right to left leg without any adjustments. The kneeling configuration creates a
superior movement with smooth feel and excellent muscle contraction.

PWDPL0561

$3,505

₹ 3,62,000

NEW: The bold, sleek design of the Discovery Smith Machine features high head clearance and a
clean, walk through design. The 11 degree angle and innovative Smith Bar design produces a
smooth, natural feel and an exceptional user experience.

PWDPL0802

$5,775

₹ 5,96,000

PWDBR0817

$685

₹ 71,000

$190

₹ 19,500

550
Shoulder Press

616
Calf Raise

560 Leg Extension

561
Leg Curl

802
Smith Machine

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Weight Plate Tree provides maximum efficiency in storage
820 Weight Plate capacity for weight plates in a minimum amount of floor space. The small diameter weight storage
Tree
pin allows for plates to be easily moved with a single hand without plates binding. An essential
component in a facility's free weight area.
Pre-assembly & Pallet Charge (each)
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Icarian Multi-Station and Functional Trainers
MODEL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

820
Multi-Gym

The 820 Multi-Gym is an 8-stack, 10-station machine that delivers maximum versatility for facility
users. The cable crossover station has fixed high pulleys, standing and seated tricep pushdown
stations, pulldown and longpull stations, and two pulley stations with fixed high and low pulleys for
a wide variety of exercises. Easy-to-read instructional placards guide users through workouts.

The Icarian® FTS Functional Training System is a highly flexible apparatus ideal for functional
FTS
strength training. Literally dozens of upper and lower body exercises can be performed. The FTS
Functional Training Functional Training System is of the highest commercial-quality construction, using a durable cableSystem
and-pulley design for application of resistance.
Functional Training Workstation Heavy Weight Stack, 200lbs each
407B
Adjustable Cable
Crossover

302
Long Pull

304
Pulldown

320
Dip / Chin Assist

TIFC INR Rounded

PW0820NN99**EN

$24,375

₹ 25,16,000

PWFTSKNR99**EN

$7,790

₹ 8,04,000

PWFTSKTN4772XX

$485

₹ 50,000

The 407B Adjustable Cable Crossover is a stand-alone cable crossover machine with two adjustable
high/low pulley stations and a connector that offers dual chin-up bar options. The Crossover adjusts
quickly to give users a wide range of exercise options.

PW407KBR99**EN

$6,785

₹ 7,00,000

Crossover Heavy Weight Stacks, 200lbs each

PW407KYN4772XX

$485

₹ 50,000

$5,020

₹ 5,18,500

$75
$145
$110
$210

₹ 8,000
₹ 15,000
₹ 11,500
₹ 21,500

$4,970

₹ 5,13,000

The FTS Glide offers resistance training with freedom of motion to increase core strength, balance,
stability and coordination. Designed with a compact footprint and low height to fit any fitness
facility, the FTS Glide is easy to use.
FTS Glide

TIFC USD Rounded

Glide WTS, 25# (5-5lb weights)
Glide WTS, 50# (5-10lb weights)
Glide WTS, 40# (4-10lb weights)
Optional Rubber Feet - Multi Station/Modular
The Longpull modular station can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in station, or as
part of a tandem modular core. The Longpull has a raised seat for convenient entry and exit. The
extra-large footplate accommodates users of all sizes.
Longpull Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs
The versatile Pulldown modular station can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in
station, or as part of a tandem modular core. The pulley on the Pulldown is located so that users
may perform the movement in front of the head comfortably.
Pulldown Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs
The Dip/Chin Assist modular station can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in station.
Oversized steps, a comfortable knee pad, rotating dip handles and multiple-position pull-up handles
are part of the highly versatile Dip/Chin Assist. The knee pad flips up out of the way for unassisted
exercises. A linear bearing mechanism assures smoothness and durability.

PWSFTSGNR9919EN
PPP000000078783101
PPP000000078784101
PPP000000078844101
PWR001TN7300XX
PW302KNR99**EN
PW302KTN4772XX

$240

₹ 25,000

PW304KNR99**EN

$4,755

₹ 4,91,000

PW304KTN4772XX

$240

₹ 25,000

PW320KNR99**EN

$5,525

₹ 5,70,000

PWF332NR99**EN

$5,790

₹ 5,97,500

PWF332TN4772XX

$485

₹ 50,000

PWF334NR99**EN

$5,790

₹ 5,97,500

$485

₹ 50,000

Icarian User Defined
FT332
Row

FT334
Pulldown

User-defined pulling motion, including diverging and independent movements. While designed
primarily as a back movement, creative users and trainers will also discover that many other
exercises can be performed on the FT332 Row, such as biceps curl, triceps extension and more,
providing dual-purpose value for facilities that have limited space.
Pulldown Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs
User-defined overhead pulling motion, including diverging and independent movements. The dual
weight stacks create incremental adjustments that are small for all levels of user. Custom-made strap
handles have several attachment positions and comfortable handles for stable, secure hold.
Pulldown Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs

FT444
Chest

FT555
Shoulder

PWF334TN4772X

User-defined freedom of movement in both a pressing and fly converging movement. Custom-made
strap handles on the FT444 Chest have multiple attachment points and oversized handles to make
pressing exercises more comfortable by spreading the load over a larger area of the user’s hand.

PWF444NR99**EN

$5,535

₹ 5,71,500

Pulldown Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs

PWF444TN4772XX

$485

₹ 50,000

User-defined freedom of movement pressing overhead. The users’ natural path reduces shoulder
strain while engaging the stabilizer muscles of the shoulder and arms. Dual weight stacks provide for
independent exercise.

PWF555NR99**EN

$5,535

₹ 5,71,500

Pulldown Heavy Weight Stack, 300lbs

PWF555TN4772XX

$485

₹ 50,000

PW0601NN99**EN

$5,525

₹ 5,70,000

$365

₹ 37,500

Icarian - Plate Loaded
601
Angled Leg Press

Smooth sled movement and adjustable seat back lets users set their most comfortable body
position. Convenient sled handle makes getting in and out of position very easy.
Weight Holder Add-on *Angled Leg Press only

603
Hack Slide

624
Super Squat

PPP00000CW34586110

Smooth motion and angled below 45 degrees to reduce stress to the knees, it features convenient
handles, angled head-pad and an oversized footplate.

PW0603NN99**EN

$5,525

₹ 5,70,000

The 624 Super Squat simulates a variety of lower-body squatting exercises without the use of a freeweight bar. Can be used both face-in and face-out. Features an oversized footplate, comfortably
padded shoulder pads and plate storage pins.

PW0624NN99**EN

$5,525

₹ 5,70,000

PW0311NN99**EN

$1,825

₹ 1,88,500

The chest pad and non-skid footplate of the 311 Incline Lever Row stabilize and support the user
311 Incline Lever
during exercise. Dual position handles allow users to fine-tune exercise position. Durable pillow block
Row
bearings provide smooth, low-maintenance performance.
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Benches and Racks
MODEL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ab-X

V-Crunch

Add-on Plates
101
Flat Bench

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

With the Ab-X, users enjoy an efficient, well-designed solution with sound biomechanics built in. The
unique "floating pivot point" design creates the ideal "crunch" movement, while the contoured pads
reduce stress to neck and shoulders. (White Frame w/Black Upholstery)

PWX100NN9901EN

$1,785

₹ 1,84,500

ABX100 Ab Bench (Gloss Metallic Silver Frame w/Black Upholstery)

PWX100NN9919EN

$1,785

₹ 1,84,500

PWAB103CNN9901EN

$1,360

₹ 1,40,500

V-Crunch Abdominal Reverse Crunch (Gloss Metallic Silver Frame w/Black Upholstery)

PWAB103CNN9919EN

$1,360

₹ 1,40,500

Storage Weight Horn - Factory Installed
Storage Weight Horn with 2.5 and 5-lb Add-On Plates - Factory Installed

PPP00000CW32157741
PWWH25TN9400XX

$60
$135

₹ 6,000
₹ 13,500

PW101CNN99**EN

$615

₹ 63,500

PW113CNN99**EN

$1,320

₹ 1,36,500

The V-Crunch gives users a more comfortable way to perform leg lifts to strengthen the core. Using
the body’s own weight as leverage, the V-Crunch allows the user to perform leg raises with
resistance that's less than their body weight. (White Frame w/Black Upholstery)

A basic component of any gym, the 101 Flat Bench is designed for stability and versatility. The tripod
design with vertical front leg allows dumbbells to travel under the bench freely. The 2"" (50 mm)
thick foam pad adds comfort.

113
A bench no gym should do without, the Adjustable Decline Bench delivers a highly targeted
Adjustable Decline movement, including six position adjustments between 8 and 33 degrees, plus an extra long back
Bench
pad, angled leg pad and ankle roller pad for full support and comfort.
116
Multi-Purpose
Bench

The 116 Multi-Purpose Bench is a rugged and durable piece of equipment that supports a broad
range of exercises. Consider it an essential element of any club. Tripod base with foot rest adds
stability.

PW116CNN99**EN

$665

₹ 69,000

119
Super Bench

The versatility of the Super Bench makes it an important piece in any facility. Both the lower and
upper pads can be adjusted for proper form and support across a range of motions. The back pad
adjusts from a flat position to 90 degrees, whilst seat pad adjusts from flat to 45 degrees.

PW119CNN99**EN

$1,445

₹ 1,49,500

The 702 Vertical Knee-Up helps users with a range of core and lower-body exercises. Angled elbow
pads, hand grips and back pad provide stability for knee-up exercise, and additional horizontal hand
grips allow dip exercises. Rubber feet provide stability for users.

PW702CNN99**EN

$1,575

₹ 1,62,500

312
Back Extension

Durable and easy to use, it provides a solid strength-training foundation. Snap-pin assembly with
easy-grip pull-pin and “slide” insert for easy adjustment to accommodate a full range of users.

PW0312NN99**EN

$1,470

₹ 1,52,000

408
Olympic Bench

A foundational piece of strength equipment for any facility. Users can count on handle grips
designed to be both comfortable and to convey a sense of control. Guards on the racking system
protect the bar from wear.

PW408CNN99**EN

$1,385

₹ 1,43,000

410
Olympic Incline
Bench

The versatility and durability of the 410 Olympic Incline Bench make it a valuable piece of equipment
for any facility. The adjustable seat helps a range of users complete a targeted, efficient workout.
Guards on the racking system protect the bar from wear.

PW410CNN99**EN

$1,760

₹ 1,82,000

411
Olympic Decline
Bench

The versatility and durability of the 411 Olympic Decline Bench make it a valuable piece of
equipment for any facility. 20 degree decline angle creates a highly targeted workout for users.
Guards on the racking system protect the bar from wear.

PW411CNN99**EN

$1,760

₹ 1,82,000

507
Olympic Seated
Bench

The 507 Olympic Seated Bench is a rugged and durable piece of equipment that supports a targeted
workout. The foot rest and adjustable seat mean maximum comfort and stability for a range of
users. Guards on bar holders and rails help protect equipment from use and wear.

PW507CNN99**EN

$1,890

₹ 1,95,000

608
Squat Rack

The 608 Squat Rack is designed and built with the same attention to detail and quality as all Precor®
products. The sturdy, stable frame includes plate holders for weights. Guards on bar holders and rails
help protect equipment from use and wear.

PW608CNN99**EN

$1,890

₹ 1,95,000

202
Seated Preacher
Curl

The biomechanically correct design of the 202 Seated Preacher Curl delivers a targeted workout for
the user. The seat is adjustable to accommodate a range of sizes. Built for durability, it also has a
small footprint and guards to protect the bar and frame.

PW202CNN99**EN

$1,260

₹ 1,30,000

610
Power Cage

A foundational piece of equipment for most facilities, the 610 Power Cage is a durable piece
designed to support a range of upper and lower-body exercises. Bar holders and catch bars can be
adjusted in 12 different positions.

PW0610NN99**EN

$3,145

₹ 3,24,500

818
Handle Rack

The 818 Handle Rack provides maximum efficiency in storage capacity for handles. Includes
pulldown and curl bars, row and tricep handles, cable attachments, ankle straps and more.

PW818CNN99**EN

$1,105

₹ 1,14,500

812
Dumbbell Rack

The 812 Dumbbell Rack features rubber-coated saddles to protect the finish on your dumbbells.
Provides maximum efficiency in storage capacity for traditional dumbbells up to 100 lbs, in a
minimum amount of floor space.

PW812CNN99**EN

$1,245

₹ 1,28,500

813
Beautybell Rack

The 813 Beautybell Rack features rubber-coated saddles to protect the finish on your dumbbells.
Provides maximum efficiency in storage capacity for Beautybell dumbbells up to 25 lbs, in a
minimum amount of floor space.

PW813CNN99**EN

$1,070

₹ 1,10,500

814
3-Tier Dumbbell
Rack

NEW, three-tier saddle dumbbell rack to accommodate ten (10) pairs of most typical pro-style
dumbbells, 5 pounds to 50 pounds.

PW814CNN9919EN

$1,530

₹ 1,58,000

PW816CNN99**EN

$530

₹ 54,500

PW808CNN99**EN

$1,335

₹ 1,37,500

PWR001TN7300XX

$110

₹ 11,500

702
Vertical Knee Up

816
The 816 Vertical Plate Tree provides maximum efficiency in storage capacity for weight plates in a
Vertical Plate Tree minimum amount of floor space. An essential component in a facility's free weight area.
808
Barbell Rack

The 808 Barbell Rack provides maximum efficiency in storage capacity for barbells in a minimum
amount of floor space. Guards on the bar holders and frame help protect equipment.

Optional Rubber
Feet
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Modular Products
MODEL

2-Stack

3-Stack

4-Stack

5-Stack

6-Stack

8-Stack

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TIFC USD Rounded

TIFC INR Rounded

CW2004

Pulldown, Longpull

PW2004NN99**EN

$8,625

₹ 8,90,500

CW2006

Longpull, Longpull

PW2006NN99**EN

$8,625

₹ 8,90,500

CW2008

Pulldown, Pulldown

PW2008NN99**EN

$8,625

₹ 8,90,500

CW2055

Dip-Chin Assist / Cable Crossover

PW2055NN99**EN

$14,100

₹ 14,55,000

CW2131

Pulldown, Dip-Chin Assist, Hi-Lo Pulley, Longpull

PW2131NN99**EN

$14,725

₹ 15,20,000

CW2137

Pulldown, Hi-Lo Pulley, Hi-Lo Pulley, Longpull

PW2137NN99**EN

$13,235

₹ 13,66,500

CW2151

Pulldown, Pulldown, Adjustable Hi-Lo, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2151NN99**EN

$16,155

₹ 16,68,000

CW2163

Longpull, Pulldown, Tricep Pushdown, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2163NN99**EN

$13,980

₹ 14,43,000

CW2168

Longpull, Pulldown,Tricep Pushdown, Hi-Lo Pulley

PW2168NN99**EN

$13,235

₹ 13,66,500

CW2180

Pulldown, Cable Crossover, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2180NN99**EN

$15,170

₹ 15,66,000

CW2190

Longpull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown

PW2190NN99**EN

$14,275

₹ 14,73,500

CW2200

Cable Crossover, Pulldown, Longpull, Adjustable Hi-Lo

PW2200NN99**EN

$17,265

₹ 17,82,000

CW2201

Dip-Chin Assist, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover

PW2201NN99**EN

$16,210

₹ 16,73,500

CW2205

Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Hi-Lo Pulley

PW2205NN99**EN

$16,210

₹ 16,73,500

CW2222

Dip-Chin Assist, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Hi-Lo Pulley

PW2222NN99**EN

$20,670

₹ 21,34,000

CW2223

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2223NN99**EN

$20,670

₹ 21,34,000

CW2224

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, LongPull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown,

PW2224NN99**EN

$19,930

₹ 20,57,000

CW2270

Dip-Chin Assist, Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown

PW2270NN99**EN

$20,670

₹ 21,34,000

CW2275

Pulldown, Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2275NN99**EN

$20,670

₹ 21,34,000

CW2501

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, Pulldown, Cable Crossover, Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2501NN99**EN

$26,175

₹ 27,02,000

CW2502

Cable Crossover, Longpull, Triceps Pushdown, Dip-Chin Assist, Pulldown, Pulldown, Longpull

PW2502NN99**EN

$28,355

₹ 29,27,000

CW2503

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2503NN99**EN

$26,620

₹ 27,48,000

CW2504

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown, Longpull, Dip-Chin Assist

PW2504NN99**EN

$26,175

₹ 27,02,000

CW2505

Hi-Lo Pulley, Pulldown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown, Longpull, Hi-Lo Pulley

PW2505NN99**EN

$26,175

₹ 27,02,000
₹ 22,87,500

8-Stack
& 10 Station

Multi Gym 820

Fixed Hi and Lo Pulley, Longpull, Pulldown, Cable Crossover with fixed Hi Pulleys, Tricep Pushdown,
Pulldown, Fixed Hi Lo Pulley (sorry-no substitutions)

PW0820NN99**EN

$22,160

12-Stack

CW2912

Dip-Chin Assist, Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Cable Crossover, Pulldown, Pulldown, Cable Crossover,
Tricep Pushdown, Longpull, Hi-Lo Pulley

PW2912NN99**EN

$37,030

₹ 38,22,500

S3.45 Home/Light Commercial Gym w/3-208lbs. Standard weight stack

PHLRN1085711EN

$6,635

₹ 6,84,500

S3.45 Home/Light Commercial Gym w/3-280lbs. Heavy weight stack

PHLRN1085811EN

$6,865

₹ 7,08,500

PPP000000078783101

$80

₹ 8,000

Consumer Strength
S3.45

Add'l Weight Boxes

S3.23 Functional Trainer WTS 25# (5-5lb weights)
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Strength Product Custom Color Options - visit www.precorbrochure.com for the latest available options
*Please allow 4-6 weeks in addition to normal lead time for Vitalty Custom Color Options, and 2-3 weeks for all other Custom Color Options, 25% deposit for all custom paint colors

Strength Custom Color Options
(not available on Vitality Series)

Custom Frame Color Per Machine or Modular Weight Stack

601309

$165

Custom Frame Color Per Bench or Rack

601309

$110

₹ 11,500

Custom Frame Color Minimum Order (on same PO or Lease),

601309

$990

₹ 1,02,000

Custom Upholstery Per Machine, Modular Stack or Bench (See Vitality section for UPH pricing)

601308

$55

₹ 5,500

Custom Upholstery Minimum Order (on same PO or Lease) (See Vitality section for UPH pricing)

601308

$440

₹ 45,500

Per Unit Pallet Charge for 3rd party LTL Shipments,

601307

$75

₹ 8,000

Per Unit Crate Charge
Discovery Series Only

Vitality Series Only

₹ 17,000

n/a
n/a

$330

₹ 34,000

Chest Press C001ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR001TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Lat Pulldown C002ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR002TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Bicep Curl C003ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR003TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Leg Extension C005ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR005TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Seated Leg Curl C007ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR007TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Inner / Outer Thigh C008ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR008TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Leg Press C010ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR010TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Back Extension C011ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR011TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Shoulder Press C012ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR012TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Abdominal C014ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR014TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Rear Delt / Pec Fly C015ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR015TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Seated Row C019ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR019TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Tricep Extension C023ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR023TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Multi Press, C024ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR024TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Bicep / Tricep C025ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR025TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Pulldown / Row, C026ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR026TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Leg Extension/Curl C027ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR027TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Abdominal/Back Extension C028ES, Custom Pad Kit

PWR028TN8714XX

$270

₹ 28,000

Premium Option: Ocean Blue Frame & Black Upholstery with LED Blue Stitching

Please refer to the digital brochure for latest available colour options at www.precorbrochure.com
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